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5Odenweller, A., Ueckerdt*, F., Nemet, G.F., Jensterle, M., Luderer, G., Probabilistic feasibility space of scaling up green hydrogen supply. In 

review at Nature Energy.

Probabilistic diffusion modeling, if electrolysis grows like wind/solar PV

Targets

Breakthrough
around 2040

Little supply for
~15 years

EU targets 
out of reach

Very wide range
(uncertainty)

› Short-term scarcity and
mid/long-term uncertainty

› Hydrocarbon e-fuels might face 
higher scale-up challenges as direct 
air capture is a limiting factor

› Direct solar fuels are even more in 
their infancy.

› What is realistic in terms of 
timing and overall prospects?

› What are uncertainties?
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Competition of e-fuels with fossil fuels?
High today‘s costs, high CO2 prices required.
Future innovation possible in case of massive scaling.

e-fuel production based on 
100% renewable electricity 
(wind, solar PV).
CO2 price calculation based 
on life-cycle GHG emissions.

Assuming 
massive
scale up
and innovation

Industrial-size plants
(not first-of-a-kind plant)

Scalable,
sustainable
carbon source

Electricity costs,
not prices

Ueckerdt et al., Luderer (2021) Potential and risks of hydrogen-based e-fuels in climate change mitigation.
Nature Climate Change. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01032-7
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High today‘s costs, high CO2 prices required.
Future innovation possible in case of massive scaling.

Competitiveness of e-fuels only ~2040
Massive subsidies required until then.

CO2 price 
trajectories of

global well-
below 2°C 
scenarios

e-fuels from 100% renewable electricity.
CO2 prices use life-cycle GHG emissions.

Immense and 

continuous policy 

support required 

(e.g. CCfDs,

e-kerosin quotas,

h2global scheme)

e-fuel production based on 
100% renewable electricity 
(wind, solar PV).
CO2 price calculation based 
on life-cycle GHG emissions.

Assuming 
massive
scale up
and innovation

What are realistic prospects for “direct solar fuels”?

Industrial-size plants
(not first-of-a-kind plant)

Scalable,
sustainable
carbon source

Electricity costs,
not prices

Ueckerdt et al., Luderer (2021) Potential and risks of hydrogen-based e-fuels in climate change mitigation.
Nature Climate Change. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01032-7

E-Fuels require immense&continuous policy support for at least a  decade

Competitiveness with other mitigation options (most importantly: direct electrification)?

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01032-7
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Final energy consumption (EJ), non-electric end-use sectors (OECD, 2014, incl. feedstocks)

light duty vehicles, Low/mid temperature industrial 
heat (<400°C, e.g. steam generation), space heating

2) Direct 
electrification 
and e-fuels 
similar costs
high temp. heat (>400°C),
heavy-duty transport

Aviation, shipping, chemical 
feedstocks, primary steel

3) Impossible-to-
electrify sectors

1) Direct electrification 
significantly cheaper 
than e-fuels

Direct electrification (illustrative)

E-fuels replacing natural gas

E-fuels replacing liquids

Marginal
abatement

costs
€/tCO2

(2020-25)

Huge hydrogen
no-regret markets!
~5000 GW additional 

wind/solar PV
~3000 GW electrolysis
(in the OECD alone)

Marginal abatement cost curves for e-fuels & direct electrification

A merit order for e-fuel applications

› There are huge markets where direct
electrification faces limits
 Prioritze e-fuels for those applications
(feedstock demands in industry, long-
distance aviation and shipping)

Ueckerdt et al., Luderer (2021) Potential and risks of hydrogen-based e-fuels in 
climate change mitigation. Nature Climate Change. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01032-7

Would be great to 
complement this with 

“direct solar fuels”
ueckerdt@pik-potsdam.de
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